The Master “E-TEACHER” will officially start on Monday 18 January 2010.

This is an International Master with several virtual classes:

- Virtual classroom of Italian students: training, tutorship and learning material are developed in Italian language;
- Virtual classroom of students from Ecole Normale of Maroua (Cameroun): training, tutorship and learning material are done and developed in French language;
- Virtual classroom of students from Ecole Supérieure des Travaux Publics of Yaoundé (Cameroun): training, tutorship and learning material are done and developed in French language;
- Virtual classroom of angolan and brazilian students from University Unisul – Campus of Florianopolis – Santa Catarina (Brazil): training, tutorship and learning material are done and developed in Portuguese language;

This is an online blended Master. Didactic and learning activities will be implemented with respect of calendar, logistic and institutional requirements of every single context.

For more detailed informations, please consult the website: [http://www.univirtual.it](http://www.univirtual.it); [http://www.univirtual.it/eteacher](http://www.univirtual.it/eteacher)